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The Poorwuj Dev, like the Etruscan Lai, or the Giecian
hero, is regarded as hovering about his former abode, averting
dangers from the inhabitants and bestowing blessings upon
them He frequently appears in the character of a serpent,
and is then treated with great respect by the inmates of the
house near which he resides It is common belief in Goozerat
that serpents are always to be found wherever a hoard is
buried, and that these are the Bhoots of the deceased owners
' In these bounds are many great cairns, such as that of Lenturk, so
' much talked of, they are of enormous size , some people think they
c have been beacons to give warning in time of danger, but as many of
' them are situated in low places, I suppose they are the tombs of some
' great men who have been benefactors to the country where they lived
' It is a common saying among the vulgar people to this day, when anv
' person makes them a gift, " God I wat, gin I live ahint you, I'se add
' a stane to your cairn," and to this day many old people never pass by
1 any of these cairns without throwing a stone to it Many think that
' the spirit hovers about the place where the body is interred, and the
' higher the cairn is raised, the spirit is raised the higher from earth to
' heaven,'
Hawke Locker, in his Views in Spain (quoted in EUis's edition of
Brand's Popular Antiquities), speaking of Grenadilla, says, ' We passed
' two or three crosses, which marked the spot where some unfortunate
' wretches had met a violent death by the way Some of these probably
' were killed by accident, but all were described as so many barbarous
' murders, and the fluency of the narrative proved that we were listening
' to a tale which had been told a hundred times before The very ancient
' custom of casting a stone upon these untimely graves is still observed
'throughout Spain Affection, or superstition, induces many to offer
' this tribute, accompanied by a silent prayer for the dead, but even
' a mere stranger, exempt from such motives, may find a gratification
cm adding a stone to the heap, from that veneration for the dead
' which seems to be inherent in our constitution '
In the instance we are about to quote, the stone throwers were actuated
by a very different feeling, it is from Lepsius's Letters from Egypt
(Bohn, p 216)
'Before entering this mountain range (Gebel el Mageqa) we came
' to a place covered with heaps .of stones, which might be supposed to
' be barrows, though no one lies buried beneath them. Whenever the
' date merchants come this road, many of whom we met the following
' morning with then large round plaited straw baskets, their camel
*	drivers, at this spot, demand a trifle from them    He who will give
' nothing has a cenotaph, such as this, erected to Turn out of the surround
' ing stones, as a bad omen for hia hard heartednesa.   We met with
*	a similar assemblage of tombs in the desert of Korusko'

